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1. THE PAST
• GREV – General Regulations - Principles – ALL classes – necessary
• SREV – Special Regulations – by Class - Enlarge on the GREV
• Guidelines – more detail - EXPLAIN the SREV – by Class

2. PURPOSE OF GUIDELINES
- To explain the SREV

Why is this necessary?
Why do we need 2 sets of rules?
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3. PROBLEMS HAVING SREV + GUIDELINES

• Different wording to say the same thing causes confusion – especially 
when English is not a person’s first language.

• This occurred mid 2019 – it took around 8 emails for a query on the 
SREV and Guidelines to the Maximaphily Chair to be answered AND
for the SREV/Guidelines wording to be understood by the exhibitor.

• In 2019 at a meeting between Commission Chairs/Secretaries and the 
FIP Board it was agreed that Commissions should:

- simplify wording of Guidelines
- replace long sentences with short sentences + bullet points

• At this time we asked why do we need both SREV and Guidelines
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4. NEW GUIDELINES FOR AERO + MAXI
• Why Maximaphily? – my wife is Chair of the Maximaphily Commission 

so the same approach was taken for both classes because of the 
problem above.

• For Aero we combined the SREV and Guidelines into ONE set of rules –
the New Guidelines. These were approved by Delegates and 
Federations and by the FIP Board.

• Normally changes to Guidelines can be approved by the FIP Board but 
changes to SREV must be approved by FIP Congress - held every 2 
years.

• Due to a technical problem over timing of consultation, the approval 
of the FIP Congress is required for these new Guidelines – but they are 
on the FIP website.
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5. NEW GUIDELINES
The new Guidelines contain all of the information in the previous SREV 
and Guidelines – but in ONE document and without repetition.

These cover –
• EXHIBITING – What is a good Aero exhibit
• JUDGING – How to judge an Aero exhibit

• READ THEM – READ THEM 
AND READ THEM AGAIN

• If something is still not clear, ask someone for help.
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Part 1: 1. ESSENTIALS FOR A GOOD EXHIBIT

One problem with the rules is that they tell you WHAT to do but not HOW to do it.

• Every exhibit MUST tell a story
• A good TITLE PAGE is essential

• GREVs require a Title Page. It should include:
• TITLE which describes the content of the exhibit
• INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT stating the CONCEPT (idea) of the exhibit
• Statement on the PURPOSE of the exhibit
• Defines the SCOPE of the exhibit
• PLAN of the exhibit
• The most important LITERATURE REFERENCES – 5 or 6
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2. CONTENTS OF AN AERO EXHIBIT

• What can be shown?

• Covers (including postcards)
• Aero Postal Stationery e.g. India
• Aero stamps
• Airmail markings – including “Jusqu’à…” and cancellation or 

annulment markings, airmail labels

• It depends on the STORY and the TITLE of exhibit 
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Treatment

• Aerophilatelic subjects normally combine routes – rates – markings.
Skill and thought are required to do this successfully

• How do you arrange the exhibit?
• Chronologically? By Rate Period? By Event – World War II

• Start + End Dates – make sure these are logical e.g. 1939, 1945
- It depends on the airmail service and the country

• Try to get a balance between the sections of the story – not always 
possible but don’t pad out a large section.
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3. TITLE PAGE
• TITLE – we use red 

• Introductory Statement = first paragraph
• “The Exhibit shows = PURPOSE OF EXHIBIT

put in a box for emphasis
• PLAN – lists the sections in the exhibit 

AND frame and page number where 
each section starts – judges like this

• RARITY – says how Rarity is identified
• REFERENCES – 7 shown – ideally 5 or 6
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Example:

• TITLE – “Russian Airmails 1922 – 1950” – the date 1950 is a bit 
obscure – it is the end of the rate period. With more material, 
especially for the joint Russian/German service Moscow-Berlin in 
1940-1941 this can be changed to 1922 – 1941.

• It has an INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT – the first paragraph
• It states the PURPOSE of the exhibit = what the exhibit shows –

placed in a box for emphasis
• It has a PLAN  - and states where each section starts – judges like this
• It has REFERENCES – a maximum of about 5 or 6 is OK
• It also has a photo – not too big – invites people to look at the exhibit
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4. PAGE HEADINGS

• Exhibit Title – on Title Page only – does not need to go on each page
• Section heading – on first page of each section

- Larger than normal text
- Consider capital letters, in bold, underline, coloured font
- BUT do not use a lot of different colours or fonts – it causes confusion

• Other Pages in section – use Page Heading for the item
• Two headings in same line saves space – see example
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3 part heading in one line

Route information in bold

Censor = non-Aero information at end

At left – route information in bold

A small overlap on one or two 
pages is OK – but do not hide 
information or markings
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5. Air Mail Labels + ‘Jusqu’ à’ Markings
• Part of Aerophilately and description of covers.

Where do you find the information?

• Air Mail Labels – “Catalogue of Airmail Labels” by Günter Mair
Published 1991 by The Postal Label Study Group of Los Angeles
worldwide coverage - 2 volumes 626 pages

• “Jusqu’ à Airmail Markings” by Ian McQueen 1993, Supplement 1995
273 pages – includes airmail cancellation or annulment marks

• “Airmail Directional Handstamps” by Ian McQueen, 2003, 2 volumes 
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6. Aircraft Movements

• If you can give official flight numbers and exact dates this shows 
KNOWLEDGE. Often not easy to find but references include:

• “Aircraft Movements on Imperial Airways” by Peter Wingent
- Eastern Route 1927-1939 – 2 volumes  
- African Route 1931-1939 – 1 volume

• “Intercontinental Airmails” by Edward Proud – 3 volumes
• “Bridging the Continents in Wartime - 1939-1945” by Hans Aitink & 

Egbert Hovenkamp - 2005
• “Airmail Operations During World War II” Thomas H Boyle Jr. –

American Airmail Society - 1998
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7. MAPS
A SMALL map can help – BUT 
preferably only show the places 
important to the story and the 
item on the page.

Note:
Moscow date stamp 22 July 1922
Recently an auction had a similar 
cover but dated 29 July and 
described as the earliest recorded 
cover on this service – sent a week 
after my cover which I have had for 
20 years!!
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8. FIRST FLIGHT COVERS

• Old style of Aero exhibits concentrated on First Flight Covers (FFC)
• Now – emphasis is on Commercial/Private airmail

• Do FFC have a place in an exhibit?
• YES – if they prove the start of a commercial airmail service

• Best if followed by commercial mail
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9. HOW MANY COVERS PER PAGE?

• We have all seen exhibits that look “thin”.
• What does this mean? 
• Is the exhibitor short of material? Is the full story being told?
• It probably means it needs more pages with 2 covers per page

• For my Aero and Postal History exhibits most of the pages have 2 items  per 
page - over an 8 frame/128 page exhibit = around 230 covers/postcards.

• This can be achieved even with European size covers of 1920/1930s by 
putting information at side of covers.

• Some pages will only have one special item – see next page
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Part 2 - JUDGING THE EXHIBIT
• Exhibiting and Judging are “Two sides of the same coin”.

• Exhibits are judged/evaluated using a points system:
- Treatment 20
- Importance 10
- Knowledge/Research 35
- Condition 10
- Rarity 20
- Presentation 5

Total 100
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Presentation – 5 points
• Normally judged first - only 5 points but can influence points in other categories
• Do the Title Page and all other pages look neat? Are headings clear?
• Is the write-up easy to read? – How do you judge Treatment and Knowledge

if you cannot easily read the write-up?
• Is the layout pleasing? Avoid “tramlines” – often seen in Postal Stationery
• Avoid long paragraphs – put a space line between paragraphs
• You are not writing a book – long grammatically correct sentences not required.

Use short sentences – a  dash “ – “ can replace 2 or 3 words
• Bold important words, places, routes, dates

• On my apprenticeship in Taipei I queried whether an exhibit was a Large Gold –
the answer: “It doesn’t look like a Large Gold exhibit”.

- Good material, good information but was not well presented.
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Treatment - 20 points
• TREATMENT is the development of the STORY for the subject chosen.
• Is the development logical?
• Good Title Page?
• Is the Title correct for the material in the exhibit?
• Is the material complete in relation to the scope of the exhibit?
• Is the STORY told well? Is it developed in accordance with the PLAN?
• Is it a STORY or only a collection of covers?
• Do the Page Headings help in understanding the treatment?
• Is there duplication or padding?
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Philatelic Importance – 10 points
• The “importance” of an aerophilatelic exhibit is determined by:

- significance of the exhibit in relation to subject chosen
- overall significance of that subject in relation to the 

development of world airmail services

• An aerophilatelic exhibit of an area with greater contribution to the 
development of world airmail services has greater importance than an 
exhibit from an area with a lesser contribution. SOME important subjects
e.g.   Great Britain - Australia 1919-1939; France - South America;                      

KLM Netherlands - Dutch East Indies;       USA - East Coast S. America; 
Russia Moscow – Persia, Afghanistan, China, Vladivostok, Japan, USA; 
World War II Airmail Services; Trans-Atlantic Airmail Services etc
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Philatelic Importance continued….

• Wide geographical area is generally more important than a narrow one
• Pioneer Period or Development Period generally more important than 

a modern one
• A long period generally more important than a shorter one

• But be careful – it can depend on the country and the year
- WWII – 6 years but can be split up into a number of areas/services     

all justifying 8 frame exhibits
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Philatelic & Related Knowledge, Personal 
Study & Research – 35 points

• Demonstrated by items shown AND related write-up and ANALYSIS
• Personal study is shown by correct analysis of items shown
• Personal research is shown by new facts related to the subject.

• Write-up requires more than a description of what can be seen on the 
covers – face value of individual stamps is not required 

• It is the total postage and is this the  correct rate and for what period
• How is the rate made up? Surface rate, airmail surcharge, registration?
• Does the write-up show that existing literature has been used?
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Knowledge continued
• Information given should not overwhelm the philatelic material
• A good plan may help to avoid long descriptions

• New information from personal research by the exhibitor should be 
identified – if published, include in the References

• Remember – an exhibitor may be an expert on the subject and have 
published a book.
BUT you must judge only the knowledge documented in the exhibit.
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Condition – 10 points

• Condition for Aerophilatelic items varies – what quality is available?
• Good condition – clear legible postmarks and cachets – good general 

appearance – this should be rewarded
• Stamps on covers should be in good condition
• Crash covers may be in poor condition but markings should be as 

clear as possible
• Repaired or faked items not so described should be penalised. 
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Rarity – 20 points
• Rarity does not always relate to cost or value in $ terms **
• Rarity is directly related to the relative scarcity of Aerophilatelic items
• For Rarity statements it is important to state the source of the information 

e.g. “One of ‘x’ recorded …”
• Avoid the use of “Unique” or “Very Rare”.  Instead use “1 of x recorded”

• Auction sales and Ebay/Delcampe can often be a guide to rarity.

**Example: A cover from Iraq to Tasmania in 1935 – forced landing near
Darwin, Australia – 3 recorded, 4th cover in an exhibit in 2004.
Obviously rare. What did it cost? GBP 10 in London in 2000.
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Baghdad to Tokyo July 1933

via Berlin and Moscow

Mounted on a red matte.
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Quickest route 
May – December 1933

How many more exist?



Trieste, Italy – Phuket, Thailand
September 1940

Via Berlin, MOSCOW, China,        
Hong Kong, Bangkok

How many exist?

Other covers seen do not have 
the Moscow onwards by air 
marking.
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PREVIOUS RESULTS

• You may know what points/medal the exhibit has had before
• This can be used as a double check on your marking -

BUT it is NOT a target

• At one exhibition I queried whether our lower result was correct –
a check showed the exhibitor had removed an important item.

So our lower mark was correct!

• You must judge the exhibit in the frames!
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Final Comments
• We have covered some of the areas to produce a good exhibit.
• We have covered the judging of an exhibit.

• All judges need to exhibit regularly – rules may stay the same but over time 
the standard required gets higher.

• My Russian P.H. ‘Gold’ at MOSCOW 1997 would not get a Vermeil today.

Best of luck with your Exhibiting and your Judging – enjoy it!

• Finally, ‘Thank You’ to Chris Hargreaves for presenting this seminar. 
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